We propose and investigate a spin-cell device which provides the necessary spin-motive force to drive a spin current for future spintronic circuits. Our spin cell has four basic characteristics: (i) it has two poles so that a spin current flows in from one pole and out from the other pole, and in this way a complete spin circuit can be established; (ii) it has a source of energy to drive the spin current; (iii) it maintains spin coherence so that a sizable spin current can be delivered; (iv) it drives a spin current without a charge current. The proposed spin cell for spin current should be realizable using technologies presently available. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.90.258301 PACS numbers: 85.35.-p, 73.23.-b, 72.25.Pn, 73.40.Gk Traditional electronics is based on the flow of charge: the spin of the electron is ignored. The emerging technology of spintronics will make the leap such that the flow of spin, in addition to charge, will be used for electronic applications [1, 2] . A spin current is produced by the motion of spin-polarized electrons; therefore spin current is typically associated with the spin-polarized charge current [1] . Nevertheless, if one can generate an ideal situation, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , where spin-up electrons move to the right while an equal number of spin-down electrons move to the left, then there will be no net charge current because I e eI " I # 0, where eI " ; eI # are charge currents due to spin-up and spindown electrons, respectively. There will be, however, a finite spin current: I s h 2 I " ÿ I # where h is the reduced Planck constant. Considering the interesting and important future perspective of spin-current circuits, it is crucial to have a spin cell that satisfies the four characteristics discussed in the abstract and it produces the flow pattern of Fig. 1(a) [3] . In this paper we theoretically propose and analyze such a spin cell.
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Our spin cell is schematically shown in Fig. 1(b) . It consists of a double quantum dot (QD) fabricated in twodimensional electron gas (2DEG) with split gate technology, and each QD is contacted by an electrode. Note that no magnetic material is involved. The two QDs and their associated contacts to the electrodes serve as the ''positive'' or ''negative'' poles of the spin cell. The two electrodes maintain the same electrochemical potential L R (i.e., no bias voltage is applied on them). The size of the spin-cell structure is assumed to be within the spin-coherence length which can be as long as many microns for 2DEG. We control the QD energy levels by gate voltages V g where L; R indicates the left/right QD. Both QD levels are controlled by an overall gate voltage V g ; see gate arrangements in Fig. 1(b) . In order to distinguish spin-up electrons from spin-down electrons, a spatially nonuniform external magnetic field B is applied to the two QDs-perpendicular to the QD plane. An extreme case of nonuniformity is B R ÿB L , i.e., equal in value but opposite in direction. This particular magnetic field distribution is not necessary at all for the operation of our spin cell, but it helps us to discuss its physics. Finally, the energy source of our spin cell is provided by shining a microwave radiation with strengths L = R for the left/right QDs. Because, typically, the microwave frequency is far less than the plasma frequency of the material covering the QDs, the effect of the microwave field is to induce a high frequency potential variation L=R cos!t in the left/right QD and their leads [4] . When L Þ R , a time-dependent potential difference, cos!t L ÿ R cos!t, exists between the two QDs. An ac electric field Et in the middle barrier is therefore established due to microwave radiation [see Fig. 1(c) ]. Then, electrons can absorb photons when they pass the middle barrier of the device. The establishment of Et across the two QDs is necessary for our spin cell to work; here, we use a nonuniform microwave radiation to achieve this effect as has already been carried out experimentally [5] , but other possibilities also exist.
Before we present theoretical and numerical results of the device in Fig. 1(b) , we first discuss why it works as a spin cell. The physics is summarized in Fig. 1(c) . To be specific, let B R point to the ÿz direction and B L to the z direction. Because of the Zeeman effect, a spin-degenerate level R on the right QD is now split into spin-down/ spin-up levels R# < R" . On the left QD, it is L" < L# . Electrons in the electrodes can now tunnel into the QD: on the right a spin-down electron is easier to tunnel because level R# is lower, while a spin-up electron is easier to tunnel into the left QD. Once levels R# ; L" are occupied, the charging energies U R ; U L of the two QDs push the other two levels R" ; L# to higher energies R" U R ; L# U L , and the energy level positions indicated by the solid horizontal lines of Fig. 1 (c) are established. Next, the spin-down electron on the right QD can absorb a photon and make a transition to the level at L# U L on the left QD: afterwards it easily flows out to the left electrode because L# U L > L . This process is indicated as A ÿ . Similarly the spin-up electron on the left QD flows out to the right electrode after absorption of a photon, indicated by A . This way, driven by the potential variations of the QD induced by the microwave field, a spin-down electron flows to the left while a spinup electron flows to the right of the spin cell, and the continuation of the Aÿ; A processes generates a dc spin current that flows from the left electrode, through the spin cell, and out to the right electrode. Clearly, if the two processes are absolutely equivalent, there will be no charge current and only a spin current. Finally, since the spin-motive force is provided by a time-dependent change of the electronic potential landscape of the QD, there is no spin-flip mechanism and the spin current flowing through the spin cell is conserved, i.e., I s;L ÿI s;R I s . Our device then satisfies the four characteristics of a spin cell discussed in the abstract.
The last paragraph discusses the operation principle of the spin cell for spin current, but there are other interesting device details which can be obtained only by detailed theoretical and numerical analysis for which we now turn. The spin cell of Fig. 1(b) is described by the following Hamiltonian [4, 6] : that has spin index and intradot Coulomb interaction U . To account for the magnetic field B, the left/right QD's single particle energy has a term ÿ1=2gB , in which we have required a different magnetic field strength for the two QDs, i.e., B L Þ B R . t C and ÿ 2 P k jt k j 2 ÿ k describe the coupling strength between the two QDs, and between electrode and its corresponding QD, respectively. The microwave irradiation is given by W t cos!t [4, 6] and it produces an adiabatic change for the single particle energy. Here we permit the microwave field to irradiate the entire device including the electrodes, and we require a difference in the radiation strength L Þ R .
Our theoretical analysis of the spin cell is based on standard Keldysh nonequilibrium Green's function theory [4, 6] which we briefly outline here. First, we perform a unitary transformation of the Hamiltonian with a unitary operator Ut expfi
Hamiltonian H is transformed to the following form:
where L ÿ R . In (2), we take the last term which explicitly depends on time t as the interacting part H I and the remaining part as H 0 H ÿ H I . The Green's function of H 0 , g r , can be easily obtained with a decoupling approximation at the Hartree level [7] :
where ÿ ÿ ÿ U , ÿ gB =2, and n is the time-averaged intradot electron occupation number at the state in the QD which we solve selfconsistently. It is worth mentioning that g r in Eq. (3) has two resonances: one is at , while its associated state at is empty; the other resonance is at U , while its associated state is occupied. Notice, in H 0 the left part of the spin cell (i.e., the left lead and the left QD) is not coupled with the right part of the spin cell, therefore they are in equilibrium respectively. and the self-consistent equation for the intradot occupation number n : n ÿi R d=2G < ;00 . Figure 2 shows the calculated charge current I e (in units of e) and the spin current I s (in units of h=2) versus the gate voltage V gR at different microwave frequency !. I e shows a positive peak due to the A process and a negative peak by the Aÿ process [see Fig. 1(c) ], but I s has two positive peaks. As we tune the gate voltage V gR , the right QD level is shifted so that when h! L# U L ÿ R# , the Aÿ process occurs with high probability leading to a positive peak in I s and a negative peak in I e . On the other hand we get positive peaks in both I e and I s when h! R" U R ÿ L" , for the A process.
The peak positions in I e ; I s due to the A processes shift linearly with the microwave frequency !, as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 2 . Eventually, at a special frequency indicated by A, i.e., when h! R" U R ÿ L" L# U L ÿ R# , the two peaks overlap so that the net charge current I e cancels exactly due to the cancellation of the A processes, at the same time the spin current I s doubles its value. At this special frequency, the full operation of the spin cell occurs so that a spin current is driven across the spin cell, from the left electrode to the right electrode, without a charge current. If we connect the spin cell to complete an external circuit, a spin current will be driven and will continue to flow across the spin cell into the circuit [11] . On the other hand, if we let the two poles of the spin cell open, although I s must be zero, a spin-motive force in the two poles of the spin cell will still be induced so that chemical potential " Þ # . For example, in the case of Fig. 1(c) , an open circuit will lead to L" < L# and R" > R# .
In the following we focus on the spin-cell operation by fixing gate voltage V gR 0:45 which is its value at point A of Fig. 2 . We investigate I e ; I s as functions of the overall gate potential V g [ Fig. 3(a) ], magnetic field gB L [ Fig. 3(b) ], and frequency ! [ Fig. 3(c) ]. The different curves in Fig. 3 correspond to different microwave strength L ÿ R . In all situations I e 0, and we do not discuss it anymore. Figure 3 (c) shows that I s has several peaks and dips when we vary !: the large peak indicated by A is the spin-cell operation discussed above, but peaks at C and D correspond to double-and triplephoton processes which connect the A transitions of Fig. 1(c) . The dip at B originates from less probable transitions connecting levels indicated by the dashed lines of Fig. 1(c) , while the dip at E is its two-photon process. Now, fixing ! at ! , i.e., at the spin-cell operation point A, the value of I s can be tuned by the overall gate voltage V g as shown in Fig. 3(a) . However, I s keeps large values for a wide range of V g : this range is in the Coulomb interaction scale U=e. This is important, because in an experimental situation any background charge or environmental effect near the spin cell may alter the overall potential, and Fig. 3(a) shows that the spin-cell operation is not critically altered by this effect. When V g becomes very large so that L# U L and R" U R are below the chemical potential , or L" and R# are above , I s diminishes because the A processes can no longer occur [see Fig. 1(c) ]. Finally, a very important result is shown in Fig. 3(b) , where we fixed gB R ÿ0:4 while varying gB L at the spin-cell operation point A [12] . Figure 3(b) shows clearly that I s increases with an increasing difference of B L ÿ B R : Fig. 3(b) demonstrates that we need only a slight difference in B L and B R , at a scale of the coupling constant ÿ , to generate a substantial I s . The most important fact is that B L and B R do not have to point to opposite directions which is experimentally difficult to do. In fact, if the two QDs are fabricated with different materials so that the g factors are different, one can actually use a uniform magnetic field throughout. The proposed spin cell for spin current should be experimentally feasible using present technologies. First, the double-QD structures can and have been fabricated by several laboratories. Second, microwave assisted quantum transport measurements have recently been reported [5, 13, 14] . In particular, the asymmetrical microwave radiation on the double-QD device (i.e., L Þ R ) has already been carried out experimentally [5] . Third, the asymmetric magnetic field should be feasible as we have discussed above. If one takes f !=2 50 GHz, arranges the corresponding U h! 0:2 meV, and fixes the temperature scale K B T and coupling ÿ to be 20 times less than U as in typical QD experiments, i.e., k B T 100 mK and ÿ 10 eV, the corresponding magnetic field difference is [gB L ÿ B R ÿ] jB L ÿ B R j 0:16=g tesla. These QD parameters have already been realized by present technology. Finally, it is not difficult to show that by adjusting the gate voltages one can easily calibrate the spin-cell operating point [15] .
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In this approximation the level renormalization has been neglected. Because our system is in the Coulomb blockade regime, the level renormalization is very small and this approximation is reasonable. If the level renormalization is included, it does not affect the working principle of the spin cell. is not exact, but is a good approximation.
[10] Here we took the same approximation as that of Ref. [8] which is justifiable when h! maxÿ ; t C .
[11] If resistances of external circuits for spin-up and spindown channels are slightly different, the spin cell will drive a spin current but perhaps with a small charge current. However, by regulating the gate voltage V g which makes the spin-motive force slightly different for spin-up and spin-down electrons, we can still obtain a spin current with zero charge current.
[12] The frequency ! of the spin-cell operation point A [see Fig. 1(c) ] actually depends on the value of Fig. 3(b) 1834 (1999) . Moreover, the detection can be made easier if we allow and then detect a small charge current that flows through the spin cell, using the two panels of Fig. 2 as a ''map'' between the charge and spin currents. 
